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Abstract
The University of Connecticut relies on the Fenton River water supply wells to support
25% of their overall water supply. Low stream flow can commonly be seen from June - October,
in which the University must reduce pumping based on stream flow thresholds to prevent
adverse effects to fish habitat. The objective of this study was to investigate the stream/aquifer
interaction in order to increase water withdrawals while minimizing adverse impacts to instream flow. A groundwater flow model was developed using MODFLOW to investigate the
influence of well location and pump timing on in-stream flow in the vicinity of the water supply
wells. A numerical model was modified to include improved geophysical data and hydrologic
data from 2000-2009 to assess well placement, rest periods and cyclical pumping. The
movement of Well A up to 750 ft from the river had a positive but minimal improvement to
stream flow losses (<0.1 cfs). When the well field was shut off for more than 45 days, stream
flow returned to its no pumping condition with only slight impact at 30 days. A 30 day rest
period gave 4 weeks of dampened pumping influence on stream flows. A management scenario
of 1 week cyclical pumping between Wells A and D following a 45 day rest period can allow for
current thresholds at Old Turnpike Rd to be reduced by 1.0 cfs with minimal impact to stream
flow losses (0.26 cfs) and would allow additional water to be pumped in nine out of ten years
analyzed. The thresholds could also be reduced by 0.5 cfs with minimal impact to stream flow
losses (0.16 cfs) and would allow additional water to be pumped in eight out of ten years
analyzed.
Key words: Fenton River; Groundwater Modeling; Well Pumping Management; Low Stream
Flow; Cyclical Pumping
ix

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Stratified drift aquifers are composed of sand and gravel and have very high hydraulic
conductivity. This allows for high capacity wells capable of pumping 1000 gpm (Rahn, 1968).
These aquifers exist in valleys that frequently contain hydraulically connected streams.
Groundwater from these aquifers commonly discharges into the streams as base-flow; these are
known as gaining streams.
During the late summer, high evapotranspiration and lack of precipitation can cause the
water table to lower. This causes reduced base-flow input or can even cause the stream to
discharge into the aquifer; known as a losing stream. The lack of precipitation also prevents
runoff, which is a major contributor to stream flow. The combination of reduced base-flow and
runoff creates low flow conditions in the stream.
In addition, higher water demands during late summer increases well withdrawal rates.
The wells in turn cause stream depletion, which comprises two processes, base-flow reduction
and induced infiltration. Base-flow reduction is captured groundwater that would have
contributed as base-flow to the stream. Induced infiltration is the process whereby the well
causes the hydraulic gradient to be reversed and stream flow to discharge into the aquifer.
When streams are the only source of water to an aquifer, stream flow depletion will
asymptotically approach the pumping rate (Jenkins, 1968). The timing of the asymptotic
approach is based on aquifer properties and distance from the well. Hydraulic conductivity, K, is
an aquifer property that describes the rate of flow of water through an aquifer; it is expressed in
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units of length per time. The higher the hydraulic conductivity the faster the effects from
pumping are seen in the stream. Another important aquifer property for unconfined aquifers is
specific yield, Sy, which is the storage capacity of the aquifer. This is the amount of water
released from soil pores after the water table is lowered. The higher the specific yield the more
water a well is able to remove as the water table is being lowered and therefore increasing the
time until effects are felt by the stream.
When a well begins to pump, the water table begins to lower, forming a cone of
depression that expands radially outwards from the well. Initially the water pumped comes from
aquifer storage. As the cone of depression extends until the well is able to capture water from
another source. The primary sources of capture are lakes and streams. Pumping can also capture
water that would have otherwise been lost as evapotranspiration (Chen and Shu, 2006).

The

contribution of water from aquifer storage decreases and the fraction from the source of capture
increases, this continues until the entire amount pumped is derived from the captured source. At
this point the rate of pumping will equal stream depletion.
The farther a well is from a river, the longer it takes for the cone of depression to reach
the river and thus longer for stream depletion to occur. The timing of stream flow depletion is
also independent of pumping rate as long as there are not significant changes in the system
(Barlow and Leake, 2012). The timing of stream depletion is also unaffected by changes in
aquifer recharge and stream stage because of its independence from the rate and direction of
groundwater flow (Leake, 2011).
When a well is shut off stream depletion will decrease, but it will continue until it equals
the total volume of water pumped (Jenkins, 1968). Eventually, when the well is rested for long
enough, stream flow depletion will return to zero.
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A strategy to offset the impacts of pumping on stream flow involves cyclical pumping.
Cyclical pumping slows down the asymptotic response of stream flow depletion by reducing the
total volume pumped with periodic resting (Wallace et al., 1990; Bredehoeft and Kendy, 2008).
Bredehoeft and Kendy (2008) showed that wells closer to rivers will reduce stream flow
approximately synchronously with pumping but as the well is moved farther from the river the
stream flow reduction will become more constant.
The University of Connecticut relies upon the Fenton River water supply well field for
25% of their water supply. The well field is located in a stratified drift aquifer with a maximum
depth of approximately 60 feet. There are four pumping wells located in close proximity to the
river. The well field is permitted to pump 844,000 gpd, 1.32 cfs, which during times of low flow
can approach the in-stream flow. The University does not necessarily pump 844,000 gpd, a
pressure transducer with in a storage tank signals the well field to begin pumping once the water
level has dropped below a certain threshold. A study was conducted in 2005 that evaluated the
in-stream flows and relationship to fish habitat. During the course of the study an intense
drought occurred. The combination of the drought and water withdrawal from the well field
caused a 2,000 ft reach to become dry. The reach spanned from upstream of Well B to
downstream of Well A and lasted from Sept 5-16 (Warner et al., 2006).
The study called for a number of infrastructure improvements, including the relocation of
Well A, to reduce the impact of the well field on the river. It was recommended that the Well A
be moved within 250 ft of its current location in order to avoid a new diversion permit. A stream
flow gauge was installed upstream of the water supply field at Old Turnpike Road,
approximately 4,500 ft upstream of the well field. The study recommended a management plan
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that called for the reduction in pumping when stream flows reached certain thresholds to prevent
adverse effects to fish habitat (Nadim et al., 2007; Warner et al., 2006).

1.2 Objective
The objectives of this thesis were to assess additional management options for the Fenton
River well field of the University of Connecticut in order to improve water withdrawals while
minimizing adverse impacts to the Fenton River’s stream flow and in-stream habitat. Options to
be investigated include evaluation for of new locations of Well A, and formulation of a
management scenario that incorporates a well field rest period, and subsequent pump cycle
between Well A and Well D. The belief is that these options will decrease the impact of well
withdrawals on in-stream flow. The reduced impact on in-stream flow would give cause for the
re-evaluation of the previously stated thresholds, while upholding previous recommendations to
prevent adverse effects on fish habitats. The new thresholds tested would include current
thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs and current thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs. The stream flows and
available water withdrawals for the management scenarios with reduced thresholds would be
tested in comparison to current operations.

1.3 General Methodology
The University of Connecticut relies on the Fenton River water supply wells to support 25%
of its overall water supply. Low stream flow can commonly be observed from June - October, in
which the University must reduce pumping based on stream flow thresholds to prevent adverse
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effects to fish habitat. The objective of this study was to investigate the stream/aquifer
interaction in order to increase water withdrawals while minimizing adverse impacts to instream flow. A groundwater flow model was developed using MODFLOW to investigate the
influence of well location and pump timing on in-stream flow in the vicinity of the water supply
wells. Additional geologic characterizations were conducted in the vicinity of Well A using
seismic refraction, ground penetrating radar (GPR), microtremor array, and GEM-2 (EM
induction) techniques. These surveys enabled a high resolution subsurface stratigraphic model to
be developed and incorporated into the hydrologic model. The grid cells in the vicinity of the
well field were refined to 50 x 50’ pixels in order to improve accuracy of Well A placement.
Hydrologic data from 2000-2009 were used and included precipitation from the Climate Forecast
System Reanalysis (CFSR) and local rain gauge data, MODIS potential evapotranspiration data
and stream flows generated from a low flow regression derived in the 2006 Fenton Study
between Old Turnpike Rd and the stream gauge on the Mount Hope River at Warrenville. This
data allowed for an investigation of well placement, rest periods and cyclical pumping. The first
part of the investigation evaluated five new locations of Well A for their impact on stream flow
loss in the vicinity of the well field. The second part of the investigation explored a management
scenario that employed a rest period and cyclical pumping in order to decrease stream flow loss.
Cycle intervals of 4 days, 1 week, and 2 weeks between Wells A and D were examined.
Different rest periods were also investigated to analyze the recovery of the aquifer with time
after pumping had ceased and an evaluation of buffered stream flow loss when cyclical pumping
was resumed. Four rest period lengths were examined: 75 days, 45 days, 30 days, and 15 days.
The current operation of the well field (current stream flow thresholds) was then compared to the
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optimal management scenario with thresholds decreased by 0.5 cfs and 1.0 cfs, respectively, for
stream flow in the vicinity of the well field and the available water withdrawals.

1.4 Outline of Thesis
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 describes the study area, data and
modeling environment. Chapter 3 is a description of the modeling methods. The results and
discussion of results is provided in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 offers major finds of the study
and direction of future work.
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Chapter 2
STUDY AREA, DATA, AND MODEL
2.1 Study Area
The Fenton River is located in the Natchaug River Watershed, which is part of the
Thames River Basin (Rahn, 1968). The Fenton River watershed covers an area of approximately
34.36 sq mi (Nadim et al., 2007). The runoff in the Thames River Basin is estimated to average
approximately 22.5 inches per year (1.64 cfs/mi2), while the average annual rainfall is about
47.34 inches (LBG, 2002). The Fenton River Watershed is about 34.36 square miles in area at
its junction with the Mansfield Hollow Reservoir; therefore, the annual direct runoff from the
Fenton River into Mansfield Hollow Lake is approximately 56.35 cfs (36.41 mgd) (Warner et al.,
2006).
The Fenton River well field consists of four pumping wells located in close proximity to
the river (Figure 2.1) and in the floodplain of the Fenton River. The Fenton River valley mostly
consists of unconsolidated materials, including coarse-grained stratified drift deposits. In the
valley these deposits can reach depths of 60 ft, and properly constructed wells can yield 1000
gpm (Rahn, 1968). Some areas of the Fenton River Valley contain low-permeable layers of silt
and very fine sand (glacial lacustrine deposits), as are evident in the vicinity of Well B and Well
C (Giddings, 1966; Rahn, 1968; USGS and LBG, 2001). The thickness of these layers can vary
from a few feet to more than ten feet.
The upland areas of the Fenton River Valley consist of glacial till and can vary from a
few feet in areas of shallow bedrock to thirty feet in other areas. The area of Horsebarn Hill
consists of thick glacial till (drumlin) that can extend to deeper depths. Three types of bedrock
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have been identified in the Fenton River watershed: Hebron Gneiss, Brimfield Schist and the
upper member of the Bigelow Brook Formation (LBG, 2001).

Figure 2.1: Study Site Map Showing Monitoring and Pumping Wells (Warner et al., 2006)

2.2 Data
Bedrock Elevation:
The purpose of this portion of the study was to gain a better understanding of the geology
in the vicinity of Well A. This was accomplished through hydrogeophysical investigation that
used seismic refraction, ground penetrating radar (GPR), microtremor arrays, and
electromagnetic induction (GEM-2). These techniques enabled a high resolution subsurface
stratigraphic model to be developed and incorporated into the hydrologic model. Bedrock
contours are an important boundary condition that constrains groundwater flow.
8

The hydrogeophysical investigations were conducted in the vicinity of Well A at the
Fenton River Water Supply Field along survey lines L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6, S1, and BB’ (Figure
2.2) and included seismic refraction, ground penetrating radar , microtremor arrays, and
electromagnetic induction.

Figure 2.2: Hydrogeophysical survey lines superimposed onto Google map aerial photo of
Fenton River. Red lines indicate 2011 assessment. Yellow lines indicate 2006 assessment. The
circle with white broken line depicts the 250 ft radius area of interest of this project.

For seismic refraction surveys the instrument used was the StrataView 48-channel
seismograph from Geometrics LLC with the use of 40-Hz vertical geophones at 3-m take-off
spacing. For the GPR surveys the instrument was the 100-MHz shield antenna from MALA. For
electromagnetic induction the instrument was the GEM-e terrain conductivity meter from
Geophex, with fixed frequencies from 1000 Hz to 45000 Hz. For microtremor surveys two types
of instrument were used, a 3-component Tromino seismometer and the StrataView seismograph
9

from Geometrics LLC with the use of 4.5-Hz vertical and horizontal geophones at 3-m take-off
spacing.
Survey line L1 was a major component of the geophysics section of this study and ran
from northeast to southwest, it started at the bank of the Fenton River and ran to the road fork
that separated the traffic road from the power line lane for a total length of 220 m. All of the
previously mentioned techniques (seismic refraction, ground penetrating radar, microtremor
arrays, and electromagnetic induction) were conducted along the L1 survey line. It was the most
comprehensively evaluated survey line in this project.
Survey line L2 ran from northwest to southeast, and was composed of three segments.
L2 started at the bank of the Fenton River at the elbow west of Well A, passed along the south
side of the fence that surrounds Well A, and then ran Southeast along the trail for a total length
of 240 m. The techniques used for L2 were seismic refraction, GPR and GEM-2.
Survey line L3 ran from north to south, and started at the power line pole proximate to
the Southeast fence corner surrounding Well A and spanned a length of 60 m. The techniques
used were GPR, GEM-2, and microtremor array. Auto-correlation was used to construct a
layered subsurface profile (Figure 2.3) and estimated a first layer of 14 m, which is a reasonable
estimate for this profile.
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Figure 2.3: Autocorrelation of microtremor survey along Fenton River Well A profile L3.

Survey line L4 ran from northeast to southwest and started from the southern side of the
fence surrounding Well A to the wooded area southwest of the road for a total length of 50 m.
The techniques used were the 100 MHz GPR and GEM-2 surveys as there was limited
accessibility and unsuitable terrain that prevented a seismic survey, neither active (refraction) nor
passive (microtremor) seismic survey.
Survey line L5 ran from the southeast to the northwest, perpendicular to the main road
and survey line L1. L5 was also a major component of the geophysical section of this study. All
of the techniques (seismic refraction, ground penetrating radar, microtremor arrays, and
electromagnetic induction) were conducted along the survey line. It was one of the most
comprehensively evaluated survey line in this project. Auto-correlation was used to construct a
layered subsurface profile (Figure 2.4) and estimated a first layer of 17 m, which is a reasonable
estimate for this profile.
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Figure 2.4: Autocorrelation of microtremor survey along Fenton River Well A profile L5.

Survey line L6 ran from southwest to the northeast along the west of the fence
surrounding Well A for a total length of 72 m. It ran parallel along the east bank of the Fenton
River where it turned from a southeast flow to a northeast flow (Figure 2.2). The techniques
used were seismic refraction, GPR, and GEM-2. The GEM-2 1D inversion result formed a
pseudo-2D profile of L2 and is shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: A pseudo-2D profile of 1D inversion of GEM-2 data, the left side is the south end
starting from the road, and the north side is ended at the bank of Fenton River.

Survey line BB’ was conducted on October 7th 2004, during the first phase of the Fenton
River Project in which a series of geophysical surveys were carried out (Warner et al., 2006).
The technique used was GPR survey with RAMAC 100 MHz shielded antenna system. The
survey line started at the intersection of Tributary B and the Fenton River and crossed the
meadow area along the dirt road and ended at Well A. It was important as it passed through
three main production wells (Wells A, B and C) and through a number of observation wells. The
total length of the survey was 869 m. The portion used in this investigation was the last 100 m,
located southwest of Well A (Figure 2.2)
Similarly, S1 was conducted on October 7th, 2004, with the use of the GPR survey with
RAMAC 100 MHz shielded antenna. S1 ran perpendicular to survey line L2 for a total length of
80 m (Figure 2.2). The seismic model generated three layers: unsaturated stratified drift (layer
13

1); saturated stratified drift (second layer) and bedrock (third layer) (Figure 2.6). At the center of
the cross section was a pocket of bedrock with a depth as large as 18 m.
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Figure 2.6: Seismic refraction results based on the 2004 Survey on Line S1.

The information on the geophysical survey lines is summarized as Table 2.1 below.

Table 2.1: Fundamental parameters of Well A Project 2011 Geophysical Surveys.
Name

Length

Orientation

Refraction GPR

GEM-2

Microtremor

L1

220 m

NE→SW

Y

Y

Y

Y, Trominos

L2

240 m

NW→SE

Y

Y

Y

N

L3

60 m

NNW→SSE

N

Y

Y

Y, 24-C array

L4

50 m

NE→SW

N

Y

Y

N

L5

70 m

SE→NW

Y

Y

Y

Y, 24-C array

L6

72

SW→NE

Y

Y

Y

N

BB'

100 m

WNW→ESE N

Y

N

N

S1

80 m

NE→SW

Y

N

N

Y
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The first layer was interpreted as stratified drift based on the calculated velocities and the
information of the surficial material at the Fenton River well field. The second layer was
identified as gneiss or schist unit of the Brimfield Formation (LBG, 2001). Therefore, the
interface between the first and second layer can be interpreted as the bedrock topography.
Each geophysical survey technique yielded a different stratigraphic model. Each
stratigraphic model can be used as a cross check with other. The definitive validation is from
comparison with actual boreholes and monitoring wells that reach bedrock. An example of this
is monitoring well MW-9-99 that is located on the survey line L1. The monitoring well
indicated a bedrock depth of greater than 15.85 m, while the geophysical survey indicated a
depth to bedrock of 18 m.
The results of geophysical survey techniques of seismic refraction, ground penetrating
radar, microtremor array, and GEM-2 (EM induction) for all of the survey lines were combined
and used to generate a bed rock topographic contour map through interpolation in the vicinity of
Well A as shown in Figure 2.7b, with the geo-reference of the Google Earth image shown as
Figure 2.7a. A three-dimensional expression of the bedrock topography was also generated as a
visual aid of the egg-carton nature of the bedrock surface (Figure 2.8)
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Figure 2.7: (a) Repeat of Google map aerial photo of Fenton River with hydrogeophysical survey
lines superimposed (Figure 2.2) for easy reference; (b) Bedrock depth contours in the vicinity of
Well A (contours are plotted at 0.5 m increments). Red lines indicate geophysical survey lines.

N

E

Figure 2.8: Three-dimensional expression of bedrock topography contours in the vicinity of Well
A
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Precipitation:
There were no continuous rain gauges proximate to the area of interest for the ten years
of interest so the precipitation values were taken from the Climate Forecast System Reanalysis
(CFSR). The precipitation data for the CFSR was gathered from ~30,000 stations from the
Global Telecommunication System (GTS) and other national and international collections and
interpolated over a 0.5o latitude / longitude global grid (Saha et al., 2010). The CFSR was
constructed by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), which is part of
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The CFSR’s main goal was to
create initial conditions for climate models (Saha et al., 2010).
A rain gauge was established in the vicinity of Well A and operated from September 16th
2004 - September 22nd 2005. During July and August of 2005, the rain gauge recorded 0.03 and
0.01 inches of rain, respectively (Warner et al., 2006). The rain gauge data was used as a local
Quality Assurance and Quality Control for the CFSR data for the same period.

Evapotranspiration:
Potential Evapotranspiration (PET) was estimated based on the Penman Monteith
approach by ground-based meteorological observations and remote sensing data from the NASA
operated MODerate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Mu et al., 2007), Figure
2.9. MODIS estimates PET on an eight day average on the basis of absence of clouds and cloud
shadow (Mu et al., 2007).
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Figure 2.9: Estimated eight day average of Potential Evapotranspiration from MODIS for 2005.

Stream Flow:
A continuous monitoring stream gauge was installed at Old Turnpike Rd on the Fenton
River in July 2006. Stream flow data were needed from 2000 to 2009 so a low flow regression
from the 2006 Fenton Study between Old Turnpike Rd and the stream gauge on the Mount Hope
River at Warrenville, Figure 2.10, was used. The regression was formulated from 24 stream
flow measurements taken with an acoustic-doppler current profiler, (ADCP), at Old Turnpike
Road during the period of June to October of 2004. Stream flows above 30 cfs were removed in
order to correlate low flows only, leaving only 17 points. This regression is well documented in
Warner et al. (2006). The correlated Mt. Hope average daily stream flows were input at the
stream segment that represented the Old Turnpike Rd location in the model.
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Figure 2.10: Fenton River at Old Turnpike vs. Mount Hope River at Warrenville for flows less
than 30 cfs by ADCP during Summer of 2004, (Warner et al., 2006).

2.3 Ground Water Flow Model
The 2006 model was developed to study the effects of well withdrawal on streambed
infiltration during drought conditions. Geographic Information System (GIS) layers pertaining
to the Fenton River watershed were incorporated into the numerical environment ARGUS-ONE
(ArgusOne, Version 4.2). A graphical user interface (GUI), developed by the United States
Geological Survey (USGS), was used to link the ARGUS-One files to the three dimensional,
finite difference, ground water flow code MODFLOW-2000. The finite difference grids in
MODFLOW-2000 are rectangular horizontally, but can be distorted vertically to capture
contours of layered aquifer systems. Each simulation is divided into stress periods, within which
the stress parameters are constant. Each stress period were divided into time steps. The model
description is well documented in Nadim et al. (2007); and also in Warner et al. (2006). Here is
a basic outline of the model
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The partial-differential equation used by MODFLOW to determine ground water flow
from cell to cell is based on Darcy’s law of flow through saturated porous media and the mass
balance equation (Equation 2.1):




  








  





  




2.1

where Kxx, Kyy and Kzz are hydraulic conductivity values along the x, y and z coordinate axes
(ft/day), h is hydraulic head (ft), W is volumetric flux per unit volume representing sources
and/or sinks of water (ft/day), Ss is specific storage of the porous material (1/ft) and t is time
(days) (Harbaugh and McDonald, 1988).
This equation, when combined with initial head conditions and head/flow boundary
conditions, can describe three dimensional ground water flows under transient conditions in a
heterogeneous and anisotropic medium.
The finite difference grid was rotated in order to follow the axis of the river in the
vicinity of the well field. The boundaries for the model were determined by the well
withdrawal’s zone of influence through particle tracking. This was done over the time span of
interest of 50 years (Nadim et al., 2007; see also Warner et al., 2006). From this, the eastern
boundary was set as the divide between the Mount Hope and Fenton River watershed. The
western boundary was the divide between the Fenton River and the Willimantic River. The
northern boundary was determined as 0.5 miles north of Old Turnpike Rd. (Route 44) and the
southern boundary as the intersection of Chafeeville and Stone Mill Roads.
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The model was divided into three vertical layers. The top layer was divided into three
geologic zones: Stratified Drift, Till and thick Till based on borehole information and maps
obtained from the USGS, Figure 2.11. The two lower layers are bedrock.

Fenton River
Till

Old Turnpike Road

Thick Till

Stratified Drift

Discharge to Mansfield Hollow Lake

Figure 2.11: Model simulated domain and geologic zone coverage (Warner et al., 2006).

The 2006 model used data from a pump test, conducted on March 2004, to estimate the
aquifer parameters. The water levels were measured in six monitoring wells (MW4S-99,
MW4D-99, MW5-99, MW6-99, USGS-Bedrock1, and USGS-Bedrock-2. The first four
monitoring wells were installed with automatic water level measuring devices (Minitrols®). The
two USGS bedrock wells were continuously measured with automatic devices by the USGS field
team. Due to low battery, the data from USGS-Bedrock2 were not recovered and not used in
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parameter estimation. Similarly, mechanical problems in MW4D-99 caused inconsistencies and
the data was omitted from parameter estimation.
The water level drawdown data from the monitoring wells MW4S-99, MW5-99, MW699, and USGS-Bedrock1 were input into the parameter estimation package in Argus-One
interface for MODFLOW-2000. The package estimated the aquifer parameters and recharges to
Till, thick Till and Stratified drift (Table 2.2).

Table 2.2: Parameters estimated from 2006 study. Bold letters were estimated by Parameter
Estimation Package from Argus-One interface for MODFLOW-2000 and are the calibration
values used in the model (Nadim et al., 2007; see also Warner et al., 2006).

Parameter

Parameter Description

Value

KxSD
KxSD(VANI)
KxT
KxT(VANI)
KxTT
KxTT(VANI)
KxBed
SsBedRock1
SyBedRock1
SsBedRock2
SyBedRock2
Recharge (SD)
Recharge (Till)
Recharge (SD)
Recharge (Till)

Hydraulic Conductivity (Stratified Drift)
Vertical Anisotropy
Hydraulic Conductivity (Till)
Vertical Anisotropy
Hydraulic Conductivity (Thick Till)
Vertical Anisotropy
Hydraulic Conductivity (Bedrock)
Specific Storage (Bedrock Layer 1)
Specific Yield (Bedrock Layer 1)
Specific Storage (Bedrock Layer 2)
Specific Yield (Bedrock Layer 2)
Recharge to Stratified Drift (normal recharge)
Recharge to Till (normal recharge)
Recharge to Stratified Drift (drought recharge)
Recharge to Till (drought recharge)

135.7 (ft/day)
10
0.1 (ft/day)
10
0.01 (ft/day)
10
0.01 (ft/day)
0.00082
0.02
0.000001
0.002
0.0055 (ft/day)
0.00055 (ft/day)
0.0026 (ft/day)
0.000275 (ft/day)
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The STREAM package in MODFLOW was used to simulate the surface-ground water
interaction between the Fenton River and the aquifer. The surface water and ground water are
separated by a low permeable layer. The interaction is represented as conductance through
which vertical 1-D flow occurs. This streambed conductance (C) (ft2/day) is defined as



 
2.2


where KSB is the vertical hydraulic conductivity of the streambed (ft/day), W is the width of the
stream (ft), L is the length of stream reach (ft) and M is the streambed thickness (ft) (Prudic,
1989).
The vertical hydraulic conductivity was estimated using heat as a tracer to track the flow
of water through the streambed (Constantz et al., 2002; 2003; Constantz and Thomas, 1996;
Ronan et al., 1998; Dowman et al., 2003). The study estimated the hydraulic conductivity in the
middle of the stream and along the bank to be 0.58 and 0.17 ft/day respectively (Nadim et al.,
2007). The stream bed hydraulic conductivity used in the model was 0.6 ft/day and the stream
bed depth was estimated to be 2 ft. The stream width, based on field measurements, was set at
40 ft. The stream stage was calculated by the Manning formulation. The Manning roughness
coefficient and slope were assumed to be 0.06 and 0.0065, respectively.
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Chapter 3
METHODOLOGY
3.1 General Approach
First, the physical elements of the model were updated. An updated version of
MODFLOW was used, MODFLOW 2005, with the Newton Formulation MODFLOW-NWT. To
alleviate problems with the drying and rewetting of cells. The grid-size resolution was refined to
50’ x 50’ pixels in the vicinity of Well A for better accuracy in Well A relocation. The high
resolution subsurface bedrock topographic contours were input into the model in the vicinity of
Well A in order to improve the boundary conditions and identify an area of deeper bedrock. The
improved model was then benchmarked to the 2006 model using the 1966 hydrologic stresses.
Next, the improved model was updated with hydrologic stresses to cover a ten year span,
from 2000-2009, and contain precipitation, evapotranspiration and stream flow. This was done
in order to capture the extreme low stream flow that occurred in 2005.
During the extreme low stream flows that occurred during August and September, 2005,
discrete stream flow measurements were taken along the Fenton River in the vicinity of the well
field on three separate days. This allowed for validation of the model by comparing stream
flows generated by the model and the discrete measurements on each of these three days.
After validation, the model was used to assess well placement, well field rest periods and
cyclical pumping. The first part of the investigation evaluated five new locations of Well A for
their impact on stream flow loss in the vicinity of the well field. The second part of the
investigation explored a management scenario that employed a rest period and cyclical pumping
in order to decrease stream flow loss. Three cycle intervals between Well A and D were
examined at interval lengths of 4 days, 1 week, and 2 weeks. Different rest periods were also
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investigated to analyze the recovery of the aquifer with time after pumping had ceased and an
evaluation of buffered stream flow loss when cyclical pumping was resumed. Four rest period
lengths were examined: 75 days, 45 days, 30 days, and 15 days. The current operation of the
well field (current stream flow thresholds) was then compared to the optimal management
scenario with thresholds decreased by 0.5 cfs and 1.0 cfs, respectively, for stream flow in the
vicinity of the well field and the ability to pump additional water.

3.2 Specific Approach
3.2.1 Model Development
3.2.1.1 Physical Model
For the 2012 model, MODFLOW-NWT was used to simulate ground water flow under
transient conditions. MODFLOW-NWT is the Newton Formulation for MODFLOW-2005 that
was created to alleviate the problems associated with the nonlinearities of drying and rewetting
of grid cells in the unconfined ground-water flow equation (Niswonger et al., 2011).
The grid size in the vicinity of Well A was refined from 250 x 250 foot pixels to 50 x 50
foot and in the far-field the grid size remained 515 x 515 foot.
A more comprehensive geophysics investigation of the area in the vicinity of Well A was
conducted to get a better idea of the bedrock topography in order to increase the models accuracy
and locate a deeper part of the stratified drift aquifer. The geophysics investigation used seismic
refraction, ground penetrating radar, microtremor array, and EM induction. The bedrock
elevation resolution was determined at 3.28 ft (1 m) intervals along the survey lines. These
survey lines were used to generate a bedrock contour map of 1.64 ft (0.5 m) intervals. This was
much finer than the model resolution. Therefore, the bedrock elevation resolution was coarsened
to fit the model’s pixels of 50 x 50’. The bedrock elevations were then entered along the
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geophysical survey lines into the Argus-One Interface. Argus-One contains an interpolation
package which interpolated the bedrock elevations for the surrounding grid cells in the vicinity
of Well A.

3.2.1.2 Benchmark to 2006 Model

The 2006 model used meteorological data and studies conducted during a severe drought
that occurred in 1966 (Nadim et al., 2007; Giddings, 1966; Rahn, 1968). The 2006 model
estimated net recharge as precipitation minus interception storage, minus potential
evapotranspiration plus snow melt. The detailed water balance model for 1966 is documented in
Warner et al. (2006). The net recharge was entered into the RECHARGE package of
MODFLOW as positive (precipitation or snowmelt) and negative (evapotranspiration) values
and was uniformly distributed over the model domain as average daily net recharge from January
1st – December 31st. The index used to assess management scenario efficacy was to compare a
pumping scenario’s stream flows with the reference case of stream flows with no pumping along
the Fenton River. The pumping regimes for Scenario 1 and 10 are shown in Table 3.1. The
difference between the no pumping stream flow and a pumping scenario’s stream flow was the
stream flow loss and was referred to as Delta Q. The comparison of the Delta Q for the 2006
Model and the Revised 2012 Model with New Geology is projected in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Fenton River well field’s pumping scenarios (pumping rate in gpm).
Hours
Pump A Pump B Pump C Pump D
pumped/day
1
14
225
400
180
200
*10
14
300
186
165
354
* Well A was moved to a new location 250 ft south of original location
Scenario

Total Daily pumping
(gpd)
844,000
844,000

Table 3.2: Summary of Delta Qs (cfs) for Scenarios 1 and 10 for the 2006 and the Revised 2012
Model.
Well C

Well B

Well A

Well D

Gurleyville

Scenario 1
2006 Model

0.30

0.53

0.78

1.20

1.22

Scenario 1
Revised 2012 Model
New Geology

0.28

0.53

0.74

1.20

1.27

0.22

0.40

0.58

1.08

1.13

0.21

0.39

0.56

1.12

1.22

Scenario 10
2006 Model
Scenario 10
Revised 2012 Model
New Geology

The revised model shows very good agreement in the vicinity of Wells C, B and A for
both scenarios. This is expected as there is higher confidence in the aquifer parameters in the
vicinity of Wells C, B and A due to the high number of observation wells available during
parameterization. This is important as the area also contains the vulnerable reach of the Fenton
River that went dry in 2005. Fewer observation wells were available in the vicinity of Well D
during the pump test, leading to less credibility. Natural stream flow gain and the addition of
stream flow by tributaries decreases the likelihood of Well D to adversely impact the fish habitat.
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3.2.1.3 Hydrologic Stresses

In the late summer of 2005 a severe drought occurred in Eastern Connecticut that led to a
2,000 ft stretch of the Fenton River between Well B and Well A to become dry. A detailed
analysis of rainfall, streamflow, pumping and ground water level for the 2005 drought is well
documented in Warner et al. (2006). In this study, a ten year transient model was created to
simulate the hydrologic conditions that occurred from January 1st 2000 to December 31st 2009.
Since 2005 was the focal point of the investigation, the preceding five years, 2000-2004, were
used to create an initial condition. The model stresses included well pumping, precipitation,
evapotranspiration and stream discharges. For the transient model, each day was divided into two
uniform time steps of 14 hrs (0.58 days) and 10 hrs (0.42 days) to capture the well pumping
strategy of 14 hrs pumping and 10 hrs resting per day.

Precipitation:
The precipitation data was entered into the MODFLOW’s RECHARGE package and
uniformly distributed over the model domain as average daily net precipitation. From January 1st
2000 - September 16th 2004 and from September 22nd 2005 - December 25th 2009 the CFSR data
was used. From September 16th 2004 - September 22nd 2005 the rain gauge data from the Fenton
River well field was used.
The rain gauge data was initially used as a local Quality Assurance and Quality Control
for the CFSR data. The cumulative precipitation near Well A (Figure 3.1) was compared to the
CFSR data (Figure 3.2) to see how the CFSR was able to capture the precipitation that occurred
at the Fenton River water supply field during the severe drought.
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Figure 3.1: Cumulative Rainfall (inches) Near Well A, 16 September, 2004- 22 September, 2005
(Warner et al., 2006).
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative Rainfall (inches) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR), 16
September, 2004 - 22 September, 2005.
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The CFSR data, Figure 3.2, was shown to have overestimated the rainfall during this
period. During July and August of 2005, the rain gauge recorded 0.03 and 0.01 inches of rain,
respectively, while the CFSR data recorded nearly 9 inches over the two months. This was
probably attributed to the large grid interpolated by the CFSR model combined with convective
thunderstorms during summer months that can drop large amounts of rainfall over small areas
(Miller et al., 2002). Due to the overestimation of the CFSR data the rain gauge data was
substituted for this period to better capture the drought conditions that occurred in the well field.
The stream flows generated by each precipitation data set were also compared to see their
ability to capture the stream flows that occurred during the drought. Figure 3.3 shows the stream
flow generated from the CFSR precipitation. During the months of July, August and September,
the model generated streams flows ranging from 6 to 11 cfs, when stream flows during these
months were observed below 4 cfs (Warner et al., 2006). Figure 3.4 shows the stream flow
generated from the rain gauge data. These stream flows more accurately matched observed
stream flows that occurred during July, August and September.
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Figure 3.3: Stream flow generated along Fenton River using CFSR precipitation for the
year 2005.
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Figure 3.4: Stream flow along Fenton River generated using rain gauge precipitation for
the year 2005.
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Evapotranspiration:
The PET values were entered into EVAPOTRANSPIRATION package (EVP) and
uniformly distributed over the model domain. The EVP package estimates ET by a linear
relationship based on the water table level, Figure 3.5. ET was at a maximum when the water
table was at the surface (PET=ET) and zero when it reaches an extinction depth. The extinction
depth was set at 6.5 ft because of the sandy soil and forest/grass land cover (Shah et al., 2007).
2
1
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Figure 3.5: Evapotranspiration based on linear relationship with water table level based on PET
of 0.01 ft/day with a surface elevation and extinction depth of 0 and -6.5 ft, respectively.

Stream Flow:
Stream flows were input at a bi-weekly interval from January 1st - July 1st and October
15th – December 31st and at a daily interval from July 1st to October 15th, Figure 3.6. Daily
stream flows are needed from July 1st to October 15th because stream flows can consistently fall
below 7 cfs, which was the threshold at which fish habitats in the Fenton River begin to be
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adversely affected (Warner et al., 2006). The 2006 Fenton Study determined that the use of
average daily stream flow gave more accurate results than the use of constant stream flows
(Warner et al., 2006). Stream flows were entered into the model at the cell corresponding to Old
Turnpike Rd.
Stream flow accounting is accomplished for each time step by taking the stream flow
from the upstream reach and adding or subtracting the leakage into or out of the aquifer. This
occurs under the assumption that the stream flow upstream is instantaneously available, which is
an acceptable assumption because of the slow movement of groundwater (Prudic, 1989).
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Figure 3.6: Stream Flows at Old Turnpike Rd 2005 from Mt. Hope Regression.
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3.2.2 Model Validation

The purpose of this study was to increase water withdrawals while minimizing adverse
impacts to in- stream flow. The severe drought conditions that occurred during the summer of
2005 were simulated with the parameters obtained. The model was validated against five
discrete flow measurements taken on three different days during low flow conditions that
occurred in late summer of 2005. The flow measurements were made using a March-McBirney
electromagnetic flow meter mounted on a top-setting wading rod (Warner et al., 2006). The
pumping scenario at that time was noted as Scenario 1, Table 3.1. The discrete stream flow
measurements at Old Turnpike Rd were used as boundary conditions for the corresponding
model days as the purpose of the model was to analyze the surface/aquifer interactions.
Tributaries were disconnected that entered into the Fenton River in the vicinity of Head of
Meadows and between Well A and Well D (11,000 ft) based on field observations. Initial model
predictions showed the tributaries adding an additional 2 cfs in these areas when field
observations indicated contributions less than 0.5 cfs. These tributaries add stream flow during
wet conditions, but the purpose of this study was to examine stream flows under low flow
conditions. Figure 3.7 indicates that the upgraded model produced results that are very
comparable to 2005 measurements, thereby further lending to the credibility of our model.
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Figure 3.7: Model validation emulating very low flow measurements in August and September
of 2005.

3.2.3 Model Utilization

Five new locations of Well A were proposed to investigate stream flow loss in the
vicinity of Wells C, B, A and D. From the hydrogeophysics investigation two locations of
deeper bedrock were identified. One was within a 250 ft radius of the current Well A location
(Old Well A), and the second was outside of the radius. The 250 ft radius is significant as the
University would not need to attain a new individual diversion permit (University of Connecticut
Wellfield Management Plan, 2011). The first proposed location was moving the well 250 ft to
the south of Old Well A, New Well 250 ft S. This location had the deepest depth to stratified
drift, 53 ft, within the 250 ft radius. The second proposed location was along the same direction
line at a distance of 500 ft from Old Well A, New Well 500 ft S. The third location was 250 ft to
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the south-west of Old Well A, New Well 250 ft SW. The next two locations were along the same
direction at a distance of 500 and 750 ft, New Well 500 ft SW and New Well 750 ft SW,
respectively. New Well 500 ft SW location had the deepest overall depth to stratified drift (61
ft).
The second investigation of the well field explored techniques to limit stream flow loss
through management of the timing of resting and pumping of different wells. The first technique
explored was cycling pumping of Wells A and D. The three cycles examined were: 4 days, 1
week, and 2 weeks, during August 15th – October 9th (56 days), the management period. For
example, for the 4 day cycle, Well A would pump from August 15th to August 18th while Well D
rested and then from August 19th to August 22nd Well D would pump and Well A would rest.
For each day of pumping the well would only be active for 14 hrs and would rest for the other 10
hrs. The pumping rate used during the management period for Well A and Well D was 686 gpm,
(576,000 gpd), the daily permitted withdrawal rate for Well A (University of Connecticut
Wellfield Management Plan, 2011). Well D has a daily permitted withdrawal volume of 720,000
gpd, but to better assess the effectiveness of this investigation, Well A and D were assigned the
same withdrawal rate. Wells B and C were excluded because of their additive effect upstream of
the vulnerable reach of the Fenton River.
The second technique investigated, was the use of a resting period to allow the aquifer to
recover. This investigation analyzed the recovery of the aquifer with time after pumping had
ceased and an evaluation of buffered stream flow loss when cyclical pumping was resumed. Four
rest period lengths were examines; June 1st – August 14th (75 days), July 1st – August 14th (45
days), July 16th – August 14th (30 days) and July 31st – August 14th (15 days).
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The two techniques were then combined into a management scenario that employed the 1
week cyclical pumping between Wells A and D and a rest period from July 1st – August 14th (45
days). UConn has the ability to manage the daily pumping volume of the well field based on
stream flows (Qr) at the Old Turnpike Rd stream gauge (Table 3.3). The current operation of the
well field is as follows: when stream flow is greater than 6 cfs the well field’s daily volume of
pumping is 844,000 gpd. When the stream flow is less than 6 cfs but greater than 5 cfs the daily
volume is reduced to 633,000 gpd, when the stream flow is less than 5 cfs but greater than 4 cfs
the daily volume is reduced to 422,000 gpd, when the stream flow is less than 4 cfs but greater
than 3 cfs the daily volume is reduced to 211,000 gpd and if the stream flow falls below 3 cfs all
the well are shut off.
A ten year simulation was created (2000-2009) that replicated the current operation of the
well field. The distribution of pumping between the four wells is denoted in Table 3.3. Two
more simulations were tested using different threshold constraints; one with thresholds reduced
by 0.5 cfs and the second with thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs. The pumping regimes are denoted
in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.3: Current operation using Scenario 1 and a 14hr/day pumping regimen with subsequent
reductions in pumping dependent on flows at Old Turnpike Rd.
Current Operation
Qr>6 cfs
gpm

6 cfs > Qr > 5 cfs

5 cfs > Qr > 4 cfs

4 cfs > Qr > 3 cfs

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

Qr < 3 cfs
gpd

gpd
(14 hrs )

(14 hrs)

Well C

180

151000

135

113400

90

75600

45

37800

0

Well B

400

336000

300

252000

200

168000

100

84000

0

Well A

225

189000

169

141750

113

94500

56

47250

0

Well D

200

168000

150

126000

100

84000

50

42000

0

211000

0

Total

844000

633000

422000

Table 3.4: Management Scenario using 14hr/day pumping regimen with subsequent reductions in
pumping dependant on flows at Old Turnpike Rd based on thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs and 1
cfs.

Management Scenario
Qr>5.5 cfs

5.5 cfs > Qr > 4.5 cfs
gpd

4.5 cfs > Qr > 3.5 cfs

3.5 cfs > Qr > 2.5 cfs

Qr < 2.5 cfs

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpd
(14 hrs )

gpm

(14 hrs )

gpm

Well A

686

576000

686

576000

502

422000

251

211000

0

Well D

686

576000

686

576000

502

422000

251

211000

0

Decrease Thresholds by 1 cfs
Qr>5 cfs

5 cfs > Qr > 4 cfs

4 cfs > Qr > 3 cfs

3 cfs > Qr > 2 cfs

Qr < 2 cfs
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3.2.4 Assess Improvements

To evaluate the effect of well pumping, the stream flows for a scenario were compared to
the reference case, stream flows with no pumping, Figure 4.1. The stream flows for each
scenario were subtracted from the stream flows from the no pumping simulation and the
difference was denoted as Stream Flow Loss (Figure 4.2).
To evaluate the improvement of moving Well A to a new location a second index was
created. The stream flows from the new Well A locations were compared to a reference case,
stream flows with Well A at its current location, Old Well A. Stream flows for Old Well A were
subtracted from the stream flows for each of the new Well A locations; the difference was
denoted as Stream Flow Gain (Figure 4.3). This signifies the improvement gained in each new
Well A location.
The pumping scenario used for the comparison of Well A locations was Scenario 1. The
comparison date was Sept 11, 2005 as it occurred during the time when little precipitation fell in
the well field and the lowest stream flow occurred at Old Turnpike Rd, 0.65 cfs. Chen and Shu
(2002) showed that during times of lower recharge well withdrawal showed larger impacts on
stream flow.
Alternating between pumping Well A and Well D was investigated at cycle intervals of 4
days, 1 week and 2 weeks. Two indices were used to assess the different cycle efficacy. The
first was to compare the stream flows at the end of the management period (October 9th) with the
reference case of no pumping in the vicinity of Well A, Stream Flow Loss. October 9th was
chosen as the comparison date because all three scenarios have completed 28 days of pumping
both Well A and Well D. All three scenarios finish pumping at Well D. By evaluating Stream
Flow Loss in the vicinity of Well A, the efficacy of stream flow recovery in the vulnerable reach
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can be assessed. The other index was to compare the maximum Stream Flow Loss, in the
vicinity of Well A, over the management period.
The purpose of the rest period was to 1) mitigate effects from the previous, continuous
pumping scenario and 2) to replenish aquifer storage to buffer stream losses when cyclical
pumping was resumed.
The effects of the previous pumping scenario were deemed to be mitigated when the
Stream Flow Loss became < 0.01 cfs. To determine the amount of time to effectively mitigate
the effects of previous pumping, Scenario 1 was run until May 31st and shut off on June 1st, the
stream was then allowed to recover until stream flow loss was <0.01 cfs. Stream flow recovery
was evaluated at in the vicinity of Well A and near Gurleyville Rd.
Four resting period lengths were evaluated to determine their ability to buffer stream
losses when cyclical pumping was resumed. Each of the four resting periods ended on August
14th, and cyclical pumping began on August 15th and continued until October 9th, the
management period. To assess the ability to buffer stream losses, the stream flows from the
management period of each resting period were compared to a reference case, a scenario where
Well A and D cycled at a 1 week interval continuously, the scenario was denoted as Continuous
Alternating. The Continuous Alternating scenario demonstrated the maximum impact on stream
flow as it would be at a dynamic equilibrium, no longer a loss of storage (Sophocleous, 2003).
The Continuous Alternating scenario was modified so the start of the Well A pumping always
fell on August 15th to coincide with the first week of cyclical pumping of the management
period. Stream flows for the Continuous Alternating scenario were subtracted from the stream
flows for each of the management periods; the difference was denoted as Stream Flow Gain.
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The management scenario combined cyclical pumping and a rest period in order to
decrease the impacts of pumping on stream flow during the management period. Over a ten year
period the management scenario was evaluated at two threshold levels: thresholds reduced by 0.5
cfs and thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs. To evaluate the management scenario it was compared to
Scenario 1 under current operation thresholds. The indices used for evaluation were the number
of allowable pumping days, water volume pumped and stream flow impact during the
management period.
The number of pumping days gained through the reduction of threshold by 0.5 cfs was
determined by the number of days between August 15th and October 9th that stream flow was
greater than 2.5 cfs and less than 3 cfs. The current operation requires pumping to be shut off
when stream flows reach 3 cfs. Similarly, when thresholds were reduced by 1 cfs the number of
pumping days gained was the number of days when stream flow was greater than 2 cfs and less
than 3 cfs.
The maximum water volume that could be pumped under current operation was
determined by summing the number of days from August 15th – October 9th that the stream flows
at Old Turnpike Rd fell into the thresholds mentioned above. The number of days in each
threshold was then multiplied by the corresponding maximum allowable pumping (844k, 633k,
422k and 211k gpd) to find the maximum volume that could be pumped. The total pumping
volume over the management period was also found for the management scenario with
thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs and thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs. The corresponding maximum
allowable pumping for each management scenario threshold was 576k, 576k, 422k, and 211k
gpd.
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The difference in water volume pumped was calculated by subtracting the maximum
volume pumped for current operation by each of the two management scenarios, denoted at Max
Pumping 844,000 gpd. The Fenton River well field only pumps on a need basis and even
though the maximum allowable rate is 844,000 gpd it is not necessarily the amount that is
pumped. Therefore, setting the maximum pumping rate at 576,000 gpd for the current
management allows for an even comparison of water volume gained when the management
scenario is used and thresholds are reduced; it is denoted as Max Pumping 576,000 gpd.
To evaluate the impact to stream flow, the stream flows for the management scenarios
were compared to a reference case, stream flows under current operation, Scenario 1. Stream
flows for Scenario 1 were subtracted from the stream flows for each of the management
scenarios; the difference was denoted as Stream Flow Gain (Figure 4.3). Only when the stream
flows for the management scenarios were lower than current operation, was Stream Flow Gain
recorded. This was done as there is only concern when stream flows fall below that of current
operations because of reduction in fish habitats.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Relocation of Well A
A ten year simulation was conducted using precipitation, evapotranspiration and stream
flow in order to study the potential of relocating Well A. Seven scenarios were used to assess
the impact of different locations of Well A on stream flow. The first scenario, No Pumping, was
used as a reference case to determine stream flows when no water withdrawal occurred. The
other six scenarios followed the pumping schedule for Scenario 1, Table 3.1. The second
scenario used Well A at its current location, Old Well A, and was used as a reference case to
determine the stream flows under current conditions. The other five scenarios tested new
locations for Well A to examine how stream flows would be affected.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the stream flows for all seven scenarios on Sept 11, 2005 for the
portion of the Fenton River in the vicinity of the well field. According to Figure 4.1, when no
wells were pumped, the river would have lost water in the vicinity of Well C but shortly
downstream would have become a gaining stream. The current Well A location and the five
proposed locations under the pumping scheme Scenario 1 would have caused induced infiltration
from Well C to downstream of Well A, after which the stream would have become a gaining
stream. On this scale all Well A locations seem to have similar stream flows.
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Stream Flow (cfs)

4

Vicinity of Well B
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Vicinity of Well C

Vicinity of Well D

No Pumping
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New Well 500ft SW
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New Well 250ft S

1

New Well 500ft S
0
3000
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9000
Distance (ft)
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Figure 4.1: Stream flow in the vicinity of pumping wells (Sept 11, 2005) for different New Well
A locations.
The Fenton River has the potential to reach low flows during the months of July October. The day Sept 11, 2005 was used as part of these months and during a fairly extreme
drought. The flow at Old Turnpike Rd. was 0.65 cfs, the stream then gained water until
upstream of Well C to 1 cfs. Under these conditions if no water is withdrawn from the water
supply wells, the river would naturally lose in the vicinity of Well C but would ultimately gain
1.85 cfs in the vicinity of Well D. When the water supply wells withdraw their maximum rate at
the current Well A location, 844,000 gpd, the wells would have caused induced infiltration and
cause the stream flow to decrease from 0.95 cfs upstream of Well C to 0.31 cfs downstream of
Well A. This emphasized the importance of proper management of the Fenton Water Supply
Wells during low flow conditions, especially in the vicinity of Well A.
Figure 4.2 depicts the Stream Flow Loss along the Fenton River from 3000 ft
downstream of Old Turnpike Rd, until 1300 ft downstream of Well D. Stream Flow Loss is the
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difference between the no pumping stream flow and a pumping scenario’s stream flow. The
higher the Stream Flow Loss the lower the stream flow and the more severe the impact of
pumping. The lowest Stream Flow Loss in the vicinity of Well A was New Well 500 ft S, (0.76
cfs) while the highest was Old Well A at 0.80 cfs. All Well A locations had similar Stream Flow
Loss up until Well B. Stream Flow Loss began to increase at 3000 ft downstream of Old
Turnpike Rd and continued to increase past Well D. At the last observation point the lowest
Stream Flow Loss was Old Well A (1.22 cfs) and the highest was 1.25 cfs for both New Well
500 ft SW and New Well 750 ft SW.
1.40

Vicinity of Well D

1.20
Stream Flow Loss (cfs)

Vicinity of Well A
1.00
Old Well A

Vicinity of Well B
0.80

New Well 250ft SW

Vicinity of Well C

0.60

New Well 500ft SW
New Well 750ft SW

0.40

New Well 250ft S
0.20

New Well 500ft S

0.00
3000

5000

7000
9000
Distance (ft)

11000

13000

Figure 4.2: Stream flow loss in the vicinity of pumping wells (Sept 11, 2005) for different New
Well A locations.
It is apparent from Figure 4.2 that there is a decrease in Stream Flow Loss (less impact on
stream flow) when Well A was relocated farther from the river in the vicinity of Well A. The
current Well A location, Old Well A, had the highest Stream Flow Loss (0.80 cfs), and the five
new locations tested were all lower.
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Stream Flow Loss began at 3000 ft downstream of Old Turnpike Rd. For Scenario 1
pumping, Well C impacted stream flows up to 1500 ft upstream of its location. There were no
differences in Stream Flow Loss before Well B. This indicated that the new locations of Well A
would neither increase nor decrease stream flows upstream of Well B. Therefore under this
pumping scenario, stream flow was reduced by 0.5 cfs at Well B, which can be almost
completely contributed to Well C and Well B only.
There were differences in Stream Flow Loss at the last observation point. The current
location of Well A had the lowest Stream Flow Loss of 1.22 cfs and the highest was 1.25 cfs for
both New Well 500 ft SW and New Well 750 ft SW. Of the 5 proposed new locations of Well A
all caused lowered stream flows downstream of Well D. The river is vulnerable from Well C to
Well A, as it is a losing stream, but in the vicinity of Well D it is gaining. The movement of
Well A to any of the five locations caused an increase in stream flow to the vulnerable reach, and
decreased the stream flow to the shielded reach towards Well D.
Figure 4.3 depicts the Stream Flow Gain along the Fenton River from 3000 ft
downstream of Old Turnpike Rd, until 1300 ft downstream of Vicinity of Well D. Stream Flow
Gain is the difference between the Old Well A’s stream flow and each New Well scenario’s
stream flow. It illustrates the difference in stream flow with the relocation of Well A, with
positive and negative signifying increased and decreased stream flow, respectively. All five
proposed locations of Well A show positive Stream Flow Gain in the vicinity of Well A;
however these improvement are less than 0.10 cfs. The highest Stream Flow Gain (0.05 cfs)
occurred when Well A was moved 500 ft south of the current Well A location, New Well A
500ft S. Well A 750 ft to the south-west had the second highest Stream Flow Gain (0.027 cfs)
and Well A 250 ft to the south had a similar Stream Flow Gain (0.020 cfs). Both Well A
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locations of 250 ft and 500 ft to the south-west of current Well A had Stream Flow Gain of 0.01
cfs. Both Well A locations to the south had positive Stream Flow Gain in the vicinity of Well B,
while the three Well A locations to the south-west had negative Stream Flow Gain in the vicinity
of Well B.
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0.04
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Figure 4.3: Stream flow gain in the vicinity of pumping wells (Sept 11, 2005) for different New
Well A locations.
The impact on scream flow in the vicinity of Well A was dependent on both direction and
distance the new Well A was moved to, the greater of which was direction. When the well was
moved 500 ft, the Stream Flow Gain in the vicinity of Well A was much higher when the well
had been moved to the south (0.05 cfs) than to the south-west (0.01 cfs), Figure 4.3.
When the well was moved to the south, there was positive Stream Flow Gain in the
vicinity of Well B and for the scenarios when the well was moved to the south-west there was
negative Stream Flow Gain, Figure 4.3. The movement of Well A to the south caused an
increase in stream flow to a greater length of the vulnerable reach.
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The reason for the effect near Well B may to be due to the river’s orientation. The river
runs from the north-west to south-east, when Well A was moved to the south-west, additional
groundwater was captured from the upstream area. This caused lower stream flows than the
current Well A location.
The distance from current Well A also impacted Stream Flow Gain. In both directions,
there was increased Stream Flow Gain in the vicinity of Well A when the distance was increased
from the current location of Well A, Figure 4.3.

4.2 Pumping Strategies
4.2.1 Cyclical Pumping
Figure 4.4 depicts the Stream Flow Loss (cfs) in the vicinity of Well A for three interval
cycles (4 days, 1 week and 2 weeks) between pumping Wells A and D as well as the Scenario 1
pumping scheme. Stream Flow Loss is the difference between the no pumping stream flow and a
pumping scenario’s stream flow. The highest and lowest Stream Flow Loss during this time
period was for the 2 Week cycle (0.48 and 0.03 cfs respectively). The 1 Week cycle had its
highest and lowest Stream Flow Loss of 0.44 and 0.06 cfs respectively. The 4 Day cycle had its
highest and lowest Stream Flow Loss of 0.40 and 0.11 cfs respectively. On Day 10/9 the 2
Week, 1 Week and 4 Day intervals had Stream Flow Losses of 0.04, 0.08 and 0.11 respectively.
Scenario 1 also varied between a low of 0.79 cfs and a high of 0.80 cfs. Both the 1 and 2 Week
cycles had the same Stream Flow Loss (0.41 cfs) on 8/21 but not the same on 9/18 (0.43 and
0.42, respectively).
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of stream flow loss for 2 Week, 1 Week, 4 Day pumping cycles and the
continuous Scenario 1 pumping scheme in the vicinity of Well A from 8/21 to 10/9.

When Stream Flow Loss is 0 cfs, the well withdrawal from a scenario had no effect on
the river. Two indices were used to assess the different cycle efficacy. The first index was to
compare the maximum Stream Flow Loss over the management period. The second was to
compare the stream flows at the end of the management period 10/9. 10/9 was chosen as the
comparison date because all three scenarios had completed 28 days of pumping both Well A and
Well D. The final interval for the three scenarios ended pumping at Well D, so the Stream Flow
Loss on this day indicated the ability to recover in the vicinity of Well A.
The 2 Week pumping interval had the highest maximum Stream Flow Loss over the
management period, 0.48 cfs on 9/25. The 1 Week interval had the second highest with 0.44 cfs
on 10/2 and the lowest was 0.40 cfs for the 4 Day interval on 9/11. As the interval duration
increased from 4 days to 14 days the Stream Flow Loss approached the withdrawal rate of 686
gpm, 1.53 cfs. Stream Flow Loss increases with progression downstream (Figure 4.2), so the
1.53 cfs would not be seen in the vicinity of Well A.
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The 2 Week pumping interval had the lowest Stream Flow Loss in the vicinity of Well A
on 10/9, 0.04 cfs. This occurred during the last two weeks of the management period when Well
D had pumped for two consecutive weeks. This allowed for stream flow in the vicinity of Well
A to recover almost to the no pumping condition. The highest Stream Flow Loss on 10/9 was for
the 4 Day pumping interval, 0.11 cfs. This is caused by the rapid cycling between Well A and D
so the stream flow is not able to recover in the vicinity of Well A. The 1 Week interval fell
between the 4 Day and 2 Week scenarios, 0.08 cfs Stream Flow Loss on 10/9.
The 1 Week pumping interval fell in between the two extremes of maximum withdrawal
(caused by the 2 Week) and minimum recovery (caused by the 4 Day) which gave justification as
the best option for preventing reduction of stream flow in the vicinity of Well A.

4.2.2 Rest Period

The purpose of the rest period was to: 1) mitigate effects from the previous pumping
scenario and 2) to replenish aquifer storage to buffer stream losses when cyclical pumping was
resumed.
Figure 4.5 depicts the Stream Flow Loss as a function of elapsed time after the water
supply wells were shut off, at two locations, in the vicinity of Well A and downstream of Well
D, Gurleyville Rd. The water supply wells had continuously pumped the Scenario 1 scheme
until May 31st 2005 and then were shut off on June 1st. One day after the well field had ceased to
pump, the Stream Flow Loss in the vicinity of Well A was 0.78 cfs and 1500 ft downstream of
Well D the Stream Flow Loss was 1.19 cfs. In the vicinity of Well A Stream Flow Loss
approximately reached 0.01 cfs after 25 days and downstream of Well D approximately reached
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0.01 cfs after 40 days. When stream flow loss was less than 0.01 cfs we considered that the
stream flow had recovered. The 0.01 cfs equates to a 99% recovery for both Gurleyville Rd. and
Well A.
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Figure 4.5: Recovery of stream flow to no pumping condition after Scenario 1 pumping at
Gurleyville Rd and in the vicinity of Well A.

This investigation assessed the ability to mitigate effects from the previous pumping
scenario; the effects deemed to be mitigated when the Stream Flow Loss, residual effects,
became less than 0.01 cfs. Both locations exhibited logarithmic Stream Flow Loss decrease
towards 0. This is an expected response for the recovery of stream flow (Jenkins, 1968). Well A
recovered in less time, 25 days, compared to Well D, 40 days. This was also expected because
the Stream Flow Loss in the Vicinity of Well A was lower than downstream of Well D, 0.78 and
1.19, respectively.
Another factor that affects Stream Flow Loss recovery is recharge. It was found that
residual effects during post pumping are strongest when surface recharge is absent (Chen and
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Shu, 2002). Therefore, the lack of precipitation in 2005 would have caused the longest time for
recovery.
Figure 4.6 depicts the Stream Flows (cfs) for the Continuous Alternating scenario and the
Stream Flow after 1 week of pumping Well A following four different resting period lengths (75,
45, 30 and 15 days). The Continuous Alternating scenario depicts stream flows without a resting
period. The Continuous Alternating and the four resting periods had the same stream flows up to
the vicinity of Well A, after which the Continuous Alternating scenario had lower Stream Flows
than all four resting period scenarios.
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Figure 4.6: Stream flows (cfs) for the Continuous Alternating scenario and the rest period
scenarios after 1 week of pumping Well A from Old Turnpike Rd. to Gurleyville Road (August
21, 2005).

Figure 4.6 addressed the second requirement of the rest period objective, namely to
replenish aquifer storage to buffer stream losses when cyclical pumping was resumed. The
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Continuous Alternating scenario is at a dynamic equilibrium because all water would have been
removed from storage, even though there was cycling between wells and changes in recharge,
(Sophocleous, 2003). It is evident that during the 1 week of pumping following all of the rest
period scenarios, a portion of the water was taken from storage and the other portion from stream
flow. The most improvement in stream flow is seen in the downstream of Well D because
during the first week only Well A is pumped.
Figure 4.7 depicts Stream Flow Gain (cfs) at Gurleyville Rd. during the management
period where Well A and D are cycling at a 1 week interval. Pumping commenced following the
designated resting period length. After 1 week of pumping Well A, the scenarios that employed
a rest period of 75 and 45 days had a Stream Flow Gain of 0.35 cfs. The scenario with a 30 day
rest period had a Stream Flow Gain of 0.34 cfs and the scenario with a 15 day rest period had a
Stream Flow Gain of 0.30 cfs. After 2 weeks of pumping, scenarios with 75, 45 and 30 day rest
periods had the same Stream Flow Gain of 0.16 cfs and the 15 day rest period had 0.14 cfs. After
4 weeks of pumping, all four scenarios had a Stream Flow Gain of 0.04 cfs. After 5 weeks of
pumping, all four scenarios had a Stream Flow Gain of 0.02 cfs.
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Figure 4.7: Stream flow gain (cfs), over eight weeks of 1 Week alternate pumping between Well
A and D, for different resting period’s durations, from 2005 near Gurleyville Rd.

Figure 4.7 showed that after four weeks of pumping there was no difference between
stream flows for different lengths of rest periods. Moreover, that after five weeks of pumping
there was no significant difference between the rest period scenarios and the Continuous
Alternating scenario; this means that there were no longer any dampened effects on stream flow
loss. Therefore, a resting period of 30 days allowed the aquifer to recover and gave four weeks
of dampened pumping influence on the stream.

4.3 Proposed Management Scenario and Effects of Threshold Reduction

Table 4.1 displays the difference between the management scenario with thresholds
reduced by 0.5 cfs and the current operation’s ability to supply water during the management
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period over a ten year span. With the management scenario in place the well field could have
pumped for 20 extra days in five of the years, the maximum of 6 days in both 2001 and 2002.
With a maximum withdrawal rate of 844,000 gpd, the current operation would have
withdrawn more water in all 10 years, with the highest of 14.38 million more gallons in 2006 and
the smallest difference of 0.44 million gallons in 2007. With a maximum withdrawal rate of
576,000 gpd, the management scenario would have withdrawn more water in eight of the years,
with 2.24 million more gallons withdrawn in 2009. In 2005 and 2006 both current and the
proposed management scenarios would have withdrawn the same volume of water.

Table 4.1: Pumping days gained and differences in water volume pumped during the
management period (August 15th – October 9th) when stream flow thresholds are reduced by 0.5
cfs. The red represents dry years and the blue represents wet years.

Years

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Pumping Days Gained

1

6

6

3

0

0

0

0

4

0

Max
Pumping
Additional Water 844,000
gpd
Pumped
(Million Gallons) Max
Pumping
576,000
gpd

-6.2561 -5.1661 -1.4511 -9.4794 -12.3150 -0.8618 -14.3861 -0.4397 -9.9587 -6.7355

1.8250 2.1500 2.2070 1.2090 0.5190

0

0

0.2110 1.4200 2.2470

When the management scenario was compared to current operation with maximum
pumping of 844,000 gpd, the current operation was able to pump more water for all of the
management periods examined. Since the well field only operates on a need basis, it does not
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continually pump that volume every day. Therefore, it is important to also compare the current
operation with a maximum pumping of 576,000 gpd.
When thresholds were reduced by 0.5 cfs, in five of the ten years there was an increase in
days the well field could operate. This is important because the University is allowed to pump
211,000 gallons, when otherwise no water would have been available from the Fenton River well
field.
When compared to current operation with maximum pumping of 576,000, the
management scenario pumped more water in eight of the ten years. In the years when stream
flows commonly fluctuate in between thresholds, 2000, ‘01, ‘02, ‘03, ‘08, and ’09, the gain in
water pumped was greater than 1 million gallons. When stream flows are predominantly above 6
cfs, blue years, or below 3 cfs, red years, the increased volume of water pumped is less than 1
million gallons. During the wettest year (2006) all pumping needs were met under the current
thresholds. During the drought in 2005, the stream flows remained below reduced thresholds,
which prevented any additional pumping.
Figure 4.8 depicts Stream Flows (SF) and Stream Flow Loss (DQ) for August 21, 2002
along the river reach. Stream Flows for the no pumping simulation (No Pumping SF), current
operation (Current Operation SF) and the management scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5
cfs and 1.0 cfs, “Mgt Scenario 0.5 cfs SF” and “Mgt Scenario 1.0 cfs SF”, respectively, all begin
at 3.8 cfs at Old Turnpike Rd. and showed slight loss of water upstream of Well C but then
gained water until downstream of Well D. Current operation pumped at 211,000 gpd on this
day. Stream Flow Loss for current operation (Current Operation DQ) began upstream of Well C,
while the two management scenarios began upstream of Well B. Current operation reached a
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Stream Flow Loss of approximately 0.20 cfs. Both management scenarios with decreased
thresholds pumped 422,000 gpd and had a Stream Flow Loss of 0.30 cfs.
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Figure 4.8: Stream Flow (SF) and Stream Flow Loss (DQ) in the vicinity of pumping wells and
withdrawal rates from well field (Aug 21, 2002) for different pumping scenarios and thresholds.

The ability to pump additional water occurred through two means. One was from
pumping days gained (211,000 gpd) and the second was from the reduction in intermediate
thresholds, which allowed higher pumping rates. Figure 4.8 displays such an example when
stream flow at Old Turnpike was at 3.7 cfs, current operation can only pump 211,000 gpd while
the management scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs (Mgt Scenario 0.5cfs) can pump
422,000 gpd. Table 4.1 showed that in years 2004, 2007 and 2009 there were no pumping days
gained yet there was an increase in water volume pumped.
Table 4.2 depicts the Stream Flow Gain (cfs) only when the proposed management
scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs caused lower stream flows in the river than the
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current operation. Stream Flow Gain is the stream flow for the management scenario minus the
current operation’s stream flow. Of the 90 days observed, there were 12 occasions that the
management scenario caused lower stream flows than current operation. The minimum Stream
Flow Gain observed was 0.16 cfs on Sept. 4th 2008.

Table 4.2: Maximum negative impact, defined as current operation stream flow – management
scenario stream flow, that the management scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs would
have on the river compared to current operation.

Aug 15
Aug 21
Aug 28
Sept 4
Sept 11
Sept 18
Sept 25
Oct 2
Oct 9

2000
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.03
0.00

2001
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.06
-0.11
-0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00

2002
0.00
-0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.06

2003
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2004
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2005
-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2006
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2007
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.01
0.00
0.00

2008
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2009
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.12
-0.13
0.00
0.00

Only the adverse effects of the management scenario were evaluated as they are the
limiting factor. If stream flows were reduced by too much, adverse effects on fish habitat would
occur. Most of the impact occurred in the intermediate stream flow years, with the exception of
2003. The wet years (2004 and 2006) were unaffected as stream flows were predominantly
above 6 cfs. Alternatively the dry years (2005 and 2007) the stream flows were predominantly
below 2.5 cfs. This is supported by the 0 pumping days gained and the minimal increase in
volume pumped (less than 1 million gallons) for each of these four years (Table 4.1). It is
interesting to note how 2003 did not experience any reduced stream flows, yet was able to pump
3 addition days and 1.21 million additional gallons of water.
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If the current operation would have been in effect in 2005, the river would not have gone
dry. Table 4.2 indicates that the proposed management plan with thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs
would only have minimal adverse effects (0.01 cfs), compared to current operation, and therefore
the river also would not have gone dry.
Table 4.3 displays the difference between the management scenario with thresholds
reduced by 1.0 cfs and current operation thresholds ability to supply water during the
management period over a ten year span. With the management scenario in place the well field
could have pumped for 43 extra days in seven of the years, the maximum of 13 days in 2001.
With a maximum withdrawal rate of 844,000 gpd, the current operation would have withdrawn
more water in eight years, with the highest of 14.38 million more gallons in 2006. In the years
2002 and 2007 the management scenario would have been able to withdraw 1.28 and 0.83
million gallons, respectively, more than current operation. With a maximum withdrawal rate of
576,000 gpd, the management scenario would have withdrawn more water in nine of the years,
with 4.93 million more gallons withdrawn in 2002. In 2006 both current operation and the
management scenarios would have withdrawn the same volume of water.
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Table 4.3: Pumping days gained and differences in water volume pumped during the
management period (August 15th – October 9th) when stream flow thresholds are reduced by 1.0
cfs. The red represents dry years and the blue represents wet years.

Years

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Pumping Days Gained

1

13

12

5

0

2

0

6

4

0

Max
Pumping
Additional Water 844,000
gpd
Pumped
(Million Gallons) Max
Pumping
576,000
gpd

-4.9101 -2.6511 1.2750 -8.1164 -11.9500 -0.2288 -14.3861 0.8263 -8.9607 -5.8515

3.1710 4.6650 4.9330 2.5720 0.8840 0.6330

0

1.4770 2.4180 3.1310

When the management scenario was compared to current operation with maximum
pumping of 844,000 gpd, the proposed management scenario was able to pump more water in
two of the ten management periods. One of these was 2007, which was classified as a drier year.
In seven of the ten years there was an increase in days the well field could operate. In
2001 and 2002 the well field would have been able to operate for 13 and 12 more days,
respectively. This equates to 23% and 21%, respectively, of the management period. It is also
important to note that in the two drier years, 2005 and 2007, there was also an increase in days
pumped. This is important because the University is allowed to pump 211,000 gallons, when
otherwise no water would have been available.
When compared to a maximum pumping of 576,000, the management scenario pumped
more water in nine of the ten years. In the years when stream flows commonly fluctuate in
between thresholds, 2000, ‘01, ‘02, ‘03, ‘08, and ’09, the gain in water pumped was greater than
2 million gallons. When stream flows are predominantly above 6 cfs, blue years, or below 3 cfs,
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red years, the increased volume of water pumped is less than 1.5 million gallons. Again in both
of the dry years, 2005 and 2007, more water was able to be pumped. During the wettest year
(2006) all pumping needs were met under the current thresholds.
Table 4.4 depicts the Stream Flow Gain (cfs) only when the management scenario with
thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs caused lower stream flows in the river than the current operation.
Of the 90 days observed, there were 20 occasions that the management scenario caused lower
stream flows than current operation. The maximum negative Stream Flow Gain observed was
0.26 cfs on Sept. 18th 2001. The second lowest was 0.23 cfs on Sept 4th 2008.

Table 4.4: Maximum negative impact, defined as current operation stream flow
management scenario stream flow, that the management scenario with thresholds reduced
by 1.0 cfs would have on the river compared to current operation.

Aug 15
Aug 21
Aug 28
Sept 4
Sept 11
Sept 18
Sept 25
Oct 2
Oct 9

2000
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.04
0.00

2001
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.14
-0.20
-0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00

2002
0.00
-0.12
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.10
-0.01
-0.09
-0.18

2003
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2004
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2005
-0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.08
-0.04
0.00

2006
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2007
0.00
-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.07
-0.03
-0.04
0.00

2008
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2009
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.18
-0.17
0.00
0.00

When the thresholds were reduced by 1.0 cfs, the Stream Flow Gain also increased. The
largest decreases in stream flows (greater than 0.1 cfs) were seen in intermediate wetness years,
with the exception of 2003. The maximum reduction in stream flow was 0.26 cfs on Sept 18,
2001 followed by 0.23 cfs on Sept 4, 2008. The decrease in stream flow was greater in the
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intermediate wetness years, as the stream flows were predominantly between 2 and 6 cfs so the
current operation and proposed management commonly pumped at different rates.
The drier years, 2005 and 2007, had less reduced stream flow, up to -0.08 cfs on Sept 25,
2005. The -0.08 cfs was observed downstream of Well D, where stream flows would have been
3 cfs, as opposed to 3.08 under current operation.
The wet years (2004 and 2006) were unaffected as stream flows were predominantly
above 6 cfs. This was supported by the 0 pumping days gained and the minimal increase in
volume pumped (less than 1 million gallons) for these two years (Table 4.3). It is interesting to
note how 2003 did not experience any reduced stream flows, yet was able to pump 5 additional
days and 2.57 million addition gallons of water.
Figure 4.9 depicts a combination of Stream Flows (SF) and Stream Flow Loss (DQ) for
September 18, 2001. Stream Flows for the no pumping simulation (No Pumping SF), current
operation (Current Operation SF) and the management scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5
cfs and 1.0 cfs, “Mgt Scenario 0.5 cfs SF” and “Mgt Scenario 1.0 cfs SF”, respectively, all begin
at 2.6 cfs at Old Turnpike Rd. and slightly lose water upstream of Well C but then gains water up
to a point downstream of Well D. Current operation would not have pumped water on this day.
The Stream Flow Loss for current operation began upstream of Well C, while the two
management scenarios began at Well C. Current operation showed Stream Flow Loss at
approximately 0.22 cfs. Both of the management scenarios pumped 211,000 gpd. The
management scenario with thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs had a Stream Flow Loss of 0.55 cfs and
the management scenario with thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs had a Stream Flow Loss of 0.40 cfs.
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Figure 4.9 Stream Flow (SF) and Stream Flow Loss (DQ) in the vicinity of pumping wells and
withdrawal rates from well field (Sept 18, 2001) for different pumping scenarios and thresholds.

According to Table 4.4, a decrease in thresholds by 1.0 cfs would have caused stream
flows to be 0.26 and 0.23 cfs lower on Sept 18, 2001 and Sept 4, 2008, respectively, than current
operation. On Sept 18, 2001 the stream flow at Old Turnpike Rd was 2.58 cfs (Figure 4.9).
Under the no pumping scenario the stream flow at Gurleyville Rd would have been 5.55 cfs. If
current operation was under effect the stream flow would have been 5.28 cfs and if the
management scenario with thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs was under affect the stream flow would
have been 5.02 cfs. Therefore, the management scenario led to a 0.26 cfs reduction in stream
flow compared to current operation (Table 4.4), or a 4.9% decrease in stream flow. If we
compared the reduction in stream flow to that of the stream flow at Old Turnpike Rd, it is a 10%
decrease in stream flow.
A common factor of Sept 18, 2001 and Sept 4, 2008 is that for both, flows at Old
Turnpike Rd were less than 5 cfs for extended durations, 17 days and 10 days respectively. The
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extended duration below 5 cfs allowed for multiple days that the management scenarios had a
much higher pump rate than the current operation, which further increased stream flow loss. This
also agrees with the findings from the 2006 study that recommended pumping be decreased
when flows were less than 6 cfs for 15 consecutive days or ceased when flows were less than 5
cfs for five consecutive days because significant reduction in fish habitat could occur (Warner et
al., 2006).
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
Several new locations of Well A were tested, using MODFLOW and updated geophysics
data, to investigate the stream flow loss along the Fenton River. The simulations showed that
there is a positive but minimal (<0.1 cfs) improvement in moving Well A up to 750ft under
continuous pumping. Moving Well A to a distance greater than 250 ft from its current location
requires a new individual diversion permit. It was also found that the direction the well was
moved had more influence than the distance. Moving the well 500 ft to the south showed the
highest improvement of stream flows in the vicinity of Well A, 0.05 cfs, which was more than
moving the well 750 ft to the south-west, 0.025 cfs.
Three cyclical pumping intervals between Well A and Well D were investigated at
intervals of 4 days, 1 week, and 2 weeks. The 1 week pumping interval was deemed best as it
had the best balance between stream flow loss and ability to recover in the vicinity of Well A.
The 1 week interval had less stream flow loss than the 2 weeks interval and allowed for more
recovery than the 4 day interval.
Four different resting period lengths were investigated to determine the optimal period to
1) mitigate effects from the previous pumping scenario and 2) to replenish aquifer storage to
buffer stream losses when cyclical pumping was resumed. It was found that decreasing the
resting period from 75 days to 45 days does not result in any additional negative impacts, and
with slight impacts if decreased further to 30 days. Therefore, a rest period of 30 days allows the
aquifer to recover and also gives 4 weeks of dampened pumping influence on the stream.
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Multiple scenarios were performed to compare stream flows under current well field
operation to the proposed well field management with lowered thresholds. The management
scenario followed Scenario 1 pumping scheme from January 1st to June 30th, the well field was
then rested from July 1st – August 14th (45 days). Pumping was then resumed from August 15th –
October 9th, the management period, where Wells A and D were cycled at a 1 week interval. The
pumping rates were dependent on the stream flows at Old Turnpike Road. The two threshold
sets used were thresholds reduced by 0.5 cfs and thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs. These
simulations were compared to current operation with current thresholds for the number of
allowable pumping days, water volume pumped and stream flow impact during the management
period. These simulations demonstrate that the management scenario with thresholds reduced by
0.5 cfs allowed for more water to be pumped in eight out of the ten years analyzed. During an
extreme wet year (2006) all pumping needs were met under current thresholds. During an
extreme dry year (2005) stream flows remained below reduced thresholds preventing additional
pumping. The management scenario with thresholds reduced by 1.0 cfs allowed more water to
be pumped in nine of the ten years analyzed. During an extreme wet year (2006) all pumping
needs were met under current thresholds. The proposed management scenario could allow for
current thresholds to be reduced by 1.0 cfs. The ten year analysis showed that the proposed
management had a maximum reduced stream flow of 0.26 cfs compared to current allowable
operation or a <5% reduction in stream flow. The reduced stream flow equates to < 12%
reduction if compared to the measured stream flow at Old Turnpike Rd.
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APPENDIX A
Stream Flows at Old Turnpike Road
Color Key for Graphs
Lines:
Light blue: 6 cfs threshold, green: 5 cfs threshold, orange: 4 cfs threshold, red: 3 cfs threshold.
Numbers:
Blue: days stream flow* > 6 cfs, light blue: 6 cfs < days stream flow* < 5 cfs,
green: 5 cfs < days stream flow* < 4 cfs, orange: 4 cfs < days stream flow* < 3 cfs,
red: 3 cfs < days stream flow*.
*During Management Period
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Figure A.1: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2000.
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Figure A.2: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2001.
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Figure A.3: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2002.
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Figure A.4: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2003.
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Figure A.5: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2004.
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Figure A.6: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2005.
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Figure A.7: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2006.
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Figure A.8: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2007.
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Figure A.9: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2008.
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Figure A.10: Stream flows at Old Turnpike Road for 2009.
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